
37th edition
From April 15 to 18, 2022

This guide aims to provide you with all the information you need to enjoy the LAN in the best
conditions.

PolyLAN website : https://polylan.ch/
Intranet PolyLAN : https://polylan.ch/Plamingo/

The PolyLAN Intranet (Plamingo) is the main tool to keep open constantly on your
computer. It will display your matches to play as well as all important announcements. It also
allows you to directly contact any player in the LAN.

https://polylan.ch/
https://polylan.ch/Plamingo/
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Introduction

How to get to PolyLAN 37?
The LAN takes place at the bottom floor of the SwissTech Convention Center, which you can
access via the western entrance (bottom floor):
SwissTech Convention Center
Route Louis-Favre 2
1024 Ecublens

More details: https://polylan.ch/evenement/acces

We suggest you park your car inside the Migros parking (1st hour is free) to unload your
belongings and take it to the LAN and then move your car to the free parking, side south to
the metro.

Organisation
What should you take to the LAN? (A 10m long network cable!!!)
All the answers to any other question can be found at: https://polylan.ch/evenement

For minors
Minors have to bring a signed parental consent form, without which entry to the event will be
refused. You can find the necessary form here:
https://polylan.ch/inscriptions/downloadParentalAut/

Arrival at my first PolyLAN
At the entrance you will have to announce and show your identity card, you will receive your
GamerID and you will then be brought to your place by a kind staff member.

The Gamer ID
For those who have one, do not forget your Gamer ID! In addition to being useful all
throughout the LAN, it is mandatory for identification purposes (don’t forget your card, if you
have lost it we will make a new one for you for 5CHF). It will also be necessary to get your
reserved meals.
For those that don’t have one, please take your identity card so we can legitimize you.

Chairs
For room and logistics reasons, it is forbidden to bring your own chairs with you (except for
medical reasons). The provided chairs are comfortable :-)
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Your luggages and the corridors
Please don’t leave your luggages in the corridors. Put your things where it is allowed.
Participants who won’t follow our instructions will be excluded from the LAN.

Sleeping
It is strictly forbidden to sleep in the main LAN area. We have a dedicated sleeping room
available so you can sleep well. Take what you need to be comfortable, without
exaggerating, we only provide a roof.
Attention, if we run out of space in the sleeping room, large unoccupied mattresses
will be removed outside the zone. Prefer small mattresses if you do not want to end
up with nothing!

Showers
Showers are available in EPFL buildings but the doors are secured. That’s why we organize
shower slots to register. Nice staff will guide you to the showers.
Our partnership with Viv'Eden EPFL allows us to offer "premium" showers for 5CHF in free
access (Saturday/Sunday/Monday: 8:30AM-12:30PM). You will have to show your GamerID
to the reception of Viv'Eden EPFL.
There will be a fitness activity on Sunday from 11AM to midday (registration on the
intranet), take your sportswear :)

Your PolyLAN end
When you leave the LAN it’s imperative to clean all the waste you could have left on or
under your seats, there are enough garbage cans available. Checks will be carried out and
cleaning bills will be sent to teams that have left waste.
When leaving, you will also have to announce to the reception that will update your status to
"gone".
We accept all persons who can help us to dismantle the LAN after the prize-giving, the meal
is offered when everything is disassembled.

PolyLAN 37

Visitors
The access to the building has to be paid for the visitors (5CHF for the entire event).
Schedules for visitors are from 8am to 10pm. This means that visitors are not allowed to
sleep in the building.

Seating

The seating will be published by Thursday night: https://polylan.ch/placement
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Things can change until the last minute, so pay attention to the instructions our staff will give
you.

Tournaments and animations
The complete schedule of the tournaments and animations is available here:
https://polylan.ch/website/horaires

As you may already know, there are free slots in the animation planning called “Anim
Joueur”. Players can submit an "Anim Joueur" via Plamingo and the other participants can
vote for their favorite game. An admin will contact the player who proposed the game with
the most votes and ask him to organize it.

The Rules
This is about the thing where you click "Accept" without reading it when you register. Yes we
know. I suggest you read or reread it once before the LAN and keep it in mind during the
whole week-end: https://polylan.ch/evenement/reglement

Small reminder: glass bottles are strictly forbidden inside the STCC !

Animations rules
The animations rules are available here: https://polylan.ch/evenement/reglementAnimation

Tournament rules
The rules for each tournament will soon be made available here:
https://polylan.ch/evenement/reglementTournoisP37

Prizes distribution
It will happen around 4:30PM. Participants are called following the descending number of
points acquired. If your friend is not available you are allowed to take his prize but it will be
necessary to present us his ID or his GamerID at the award ceremony.

Weather
A part of the access way to the building is not covered. In case of rain, it would be a good
idea to cover your equipment.

The eternal questions
For all the eternity questions, there is this webpage where you can always have a look :
https://polylan.ch/faq
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Plamingo

Sign up for an animation
Animations -> Planning for viewing the schedule
Animations -> Animations To see and register for Animations

To shower
Social -> Showers then register for the desired slot
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Contact a specific player
Social -> Chat then enter the nickname of the desired player

The Network

Connect to the Internet
Please carefully read the following two pages. In case of a problem, you can come to the
committee corner to ask for help from the network admins.

When connecting a console, it is also necessary to ask only to the network’s admins.

Communication from the network team
To ensure that everything will get well at the network level when installing yourself in
PolyLAN, please do the following tasks:

● Completely uninstall (or disable) Hamachi and restart the computer
● Disable your antivirus before network connection, and then re-enable it later
● Cutting each Software that could interfere with your network
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